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Whether data are generated in the field, in the laboratory, or as a result of office
work, they need to be stored and made available to others concerned with engineering
projects. All data from a geotechnical investigation, or the geotechnical segment ofa
larger engineering project, are currently stored in paper reports and computer files. With
the recent developments ofcomputer networks and particularly the Internet, the trend of
electronic storage and interchange of data has accelerated. These efforts. however. are
often uncoordinated and almost chaotic. With little or no preparation in the geotechnical
engineering area, it can be said that the profession is getting caught unguarded. This
study provides a logical and coordinated effort that addresses the electronic storage and
interchange ofgeotechnical data.
Consider this scenario: A civil engineer working in the field encounters a problem
and needs to know the soil profile at that particular point. The engineer knows where the
files are located in a computer at his office and has a laptop with a mobile Internet
connection already out in the field. The engineer needs to only take a moment to connect
to the office computer and get the data needed. In another scenario, a geotechnical
engineer visits a site with an unstable slope that has already damaged several houses and
failure seems inevitable. To facilitate answering questions, the engineer needs to know
the properties ofthat soil and why it is failing. All the engineer needs to do to answer
these questions and provide real time solutions to remedy the situation is connect to the
computer where the files are located to get the unstable slope's soil information.
This study outlines the steps that need to be taken by geotechnical software
developers to allow the geotechnical engineer to begin utilizing the Internet more
effectively and making these scenarios possible. This study is one of the earliest, perhaps
the very first, of its kind. It looks at the recent developments and current situation of
electronic storage and interchange ofgeotechnical data critically, and evaluates the
available technologies that can be utilized or adapted for geotechnical data processing.
During the course of this study, it has come to the attention of the writer that some of this
is being done at various places, but with no plans or general principles set forth at the
outset. This study was aimed at filling this gap by collecting all available information
relevant to this problem. It provides a critical look at what is being done and points out
the advantages and limitations of each which should be taken here as food for thought.
Literature and Internet data sources were searched thoroughly in order to
determine the state-of-the-art technologies for the electronic storage and interchange of
geotechnical data. Oklahoma State University found itself to be in an advantageous
position. Unpublished information, for example, could be obtained simply by contacting
others.
The geotechnical data interchange process is recognized and design goals for the
proposed GML (Geotech-XML) standard are presented. A logical structure of
geotechnical data is recognized and leads to the categorization of geotechnical data.
Finally, a suggestion is made about how a tagged data scheme could be developed that is
suitable for both data storage and interchange.
There is a general concern among engineers for data integrity, privacy and
authenticity concerning data transfers over the Internet. These concerns go hand-in-hand
with the fundamental question ofresponsibility. This is a real problem that has to be





Computers have established themselves quite well in today's society. Their
widespread usage and networking capabilities have improved society's effectiveness and
efficiency. As computers continue to become more powerfuL their usefulness increases
in every profession. Civil engineers are among the fJIst professionals to utilize computers
due to the their ability to do extensive computations such as fmite element analysis
(Clough, R., 1966). Geotechnical engineers perceived the computer as a very competent
business machine as early as the 1950's. The first geotechnical applications, slope
stability analysis programs, appeared in the late 1950's (Little and Price, 1958~ Oner,
1971 ~ Wright, 1975, among others). Since then, more civil engineers have become
acquainted with computers and most users have also become proficient. By doing so,
civil engineers have made applications of engineering even more effective.
As a result of the development of computer networks in recent years, there now
exists a need that must be addressed. It involves the electronic storage and interchange of
geotechnical data. Significant amounts ofgeotechnical data are generated in the field, in
the laboratory, and in the offices ofengineering projects. These data have to be
transferred from the source to others involved for the successful execution of the project.
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The Geotech-XML (GML) Project, which was initiated at Oklahoma State University
recently, aims at developing solutions for this problem by establishing standards for the
storage and interchange of geotechnical and engineering geology data as well as
geoenvironmental data (Oner, 1998).
This project will generate the information necessary for the development of
software tools needed for data management. Professionals in the civil engineering field
want to take advantage of the rapid transfer ofdata over the Internet. There are, however,
a lack of standards for storage and data interchange. Oftentimes, these professionals
develop some sort of system that satisfies their inunediate needs because they do not have
the time to wait for the development of standards and protocols. This chaotic
development naturally results in inefficiency and duplication of effort, as well as the
production ofcompletely incompatible systems. This is not only a waste, but also clearly
a hindrance to the further usage ofthe data in categorizing, cataloging, and utilizing the
data publicly.
The electronic storage and interchange of geotechnical data is needed to improve
effectiveness and efficiency in a geotechnical engineering project. The current process of
data flow involves physical transportation of reports generated on paper. This turns into
being a time-consuming and expensive process. For example, in many geotechnical
engineering laboratories, the laboratory personnel is responsible for preparing the sample,
hooking up the correct machinery and telling the computer how to run the test.
Computers then run the tests, record the measurements, do all ofthe calculations and
even plot the results. Automation then stops, although there is really no reason why it
should. Another example is in the field (the site location where geotechnical work is
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being perfonned) where many types ofgeotechnical data are recorded electronically. The
use ofa cross-hole or seismic refraction test in dynamic soil testing is very common
today. Although these data are recorded electronically, the equipment containing the data
must be physically carried to an office or a laboratory to be transferred to a computer for
processing. The results become available some time later, again reported on paper for the
engineer to evaluate.
It is certainly recognized by all and agreed that the way things work today is not
very efficient. Geotechnical engineering projects may become even more efficient with
further developments. Today, the geotechnical engineer utilizes the computer on a daily
basis. Reports are generated after waiting for results of other reports. All of these reports
are in hard copy format (on paper). The next step is ready to be implemented. This step
involves electronically storing and transmitting all geotechnical data, eliminating the
need for paper-generated reports and waiting games.
Four organizations have initiated projects involved in taking this next step. The
Association of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Specialists (AGS) in the United
Kingdom answered by creating a data file format that includes most of the common soil
properties and one possible way of organizing them in a file. The National Geotechnical
Experimentation Site (NGES) program provides easy access to well-documented field
sites. A recent, though unpublished, development with the NGES program is a central
data repository which provides a database designed to promote the exchange of
information. Another research project was initiated at the US Anny Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) to establish a standard electronic data format for geotechnical
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and geological exploration in order to automate data interchange. Simultaneously, OSU
has developed the Geotech-XML (GML) Project.
The GML Project answers the need that exists today. This study is the initial
phase of the GML Project. It involves utilizing XML (the new generation ofHTML) to
transmit geotechnical data over the Internet. This study starts with identifying the
geotechnical data interchange process, discussing design goals for the proposed GML
standard, and recognizing the natural structure ofgeotechnical data so GML can be based
on a logical structure. This study also suggests a first draft of this proposed standard. The
initial phase of the project also makes suggestions for maintaining the privacy and
authenticity of electronic storage and data transfers.
AGS File Fonnat
Dejinition ofthe File Format
The Association of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Specialists (AGS) in the
United Kingdom has recognized that the use of computers to collect and analyze data is
the accepted nonn (AGS, 1999). The goal of the AGS is to maintain efficiency and
reliability by allowing software to have access to the same technical data set. The AGS
answered by creating a data file format. At first sight, this might look like what the GML
Project intends to do, but further analysis proves that this is really not the case. The
concepts used in preparing the AGS fonnat are utilizing basic data, writing in a file
format, defming terms by a data dictionary, and coining terms such as groups andfield~'.
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The base data consists of files that contain basic data that normally are found
within the factual report. Any calculations or interpreted data, however, are not
transferred within the data The receiver must derive them if at all possible. The file
format is intended to provide the widest possible level of acceptance by using the
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) for data transmission. A
data dictionary was developed to be compatible with a wide range of existing programs
and to aid in the structure of future software. The groups and fields constitute the data
dictionary (AGS, 1999). An example data file is given in Appendix A.
The positive contributions of the AGS file format to the geotechnical data
processing field are that they have identified the data that originates in the field and the
lab. They have also grouped these data together. Storing the data in these groups in a
computer file is what the file format is. Their data groups include most ofthe common
soil properties. The limitations ofthjs approach, however, outweigh the positive trnngs.
Limitations ofthe File Format
Although there are a number of positive aspects to the file format approach taken
by AGS, it has many limitations. The disadvantages of the AGS file format are
numerous:
I. The AGS file format has a restrictive language.
2. The AGS file format lacks a logical structure.
3. The file format is not casily extensible.
4. Lastly, AGS proposes one file for the entire project.
This restrictive language is in the form of rules that must be followed. There are
numerous restrictions that are not really necessary, only to name a few:
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RULE 12 a line ofdata can only be 240 characters long.
RULE 18 units must be included in every group even where the default units are
used.
RULE 22 each hierarchical member must be written in uppercase letters and can
only be four letters.
The restrictive language is contrary to the nature of Web protocols, which are to
be "forgiving" by convention. This is the reason why browsers hardly ever give an error
message -- they are not supposed to bother the user by problems in an HTML file. They
are able to just do their best and provide whatever seems reasonable. This aga~ is
because ofthe fault tolerance intrinsic of the Web. In geotechnical data, missing
information is almost a rule rather than the exception. Flexibility and fault tolerance are
important factors, which is the opposite ofa restrictive language the AGS promotes.
By not utilizing a logical structure and "lumping" data from different sources
together, the AGS file format is hindered because the organization of data is important if
one wants to utilize the data for future projects. Computer scientists organize data in
various "tree" structures. The AGS file format structure can be described as a sequence of
data groups - not a tree, but a "single file" of leaves.
Although extensions are allowed in the latest version of the AGS file format, there
is a requirement that any changes or additions must be approved by AGS. This
requirement clearly restricts the development of a standard and gives the entire control to
one organization.
The fact that AGS proposes one file for the entire project makes it unsuitable for
data transfers. One file format means that a complete file, in its entirety, will go to the





The United States Universities Council on Geotechnical Engineering Research
(USUCGER) was founded in 1985 in order to preserve resources of research funding to
the geomechanical, geotechnical and geoenviromnental community through coordination.
USUCGER has developed a research program, National Geotechnical Experimentation
Site (NGES), which has led to a database generation (Benoit, 1999). This database
currently contains all the geotechnical data known about the national geotechnical
experiment sites, and it is available to be downloaded free from NGES website
(www.nges.org). The NGES system of multiple user test sites provides easy access to
well-documented field sites. Associated with the NGES program is a central data
repository which provides a database designed to promote the exchange of information
(Benoit, 2001).
Benoit and his coworkers have just completed entering data in their central
database for forty sites. The database is designed to be user-friendly that searches and
retrieves data from the multiple-user test sites, such as
• Generalized so il conditions
• Representative soil properties
• Lists of available test data
• Site logistics
• Conditions and services
• Published references, and
• Other pertinent site information.
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An attempt has been made to standardize all ofthe geotechnical information
stored in the NOES database by providing a spreadsheet template. These were created to
provide site managers and users with a standard format to enter data into the database
(Benoit, 2001). The database seems to have the research community as its priority, rather
than the practitioner's community, which is natural since NOES is a USUCGER
(academic) project. An advantage ofthe database is that there is speed and efficiency in
the search. Another advantage is the scalability. The project intends to cover all of the
United States.
Potential Uses ofNGES Database Format
The NOES database seems to have the goal of evolving into a national network of
geotechnical servers in the future. The database format can be very useful. On the other
hand, it should be remembered that designs implementing binary database and
executables are prone to virus attacks.
WES Survey
Gorman (1998) has started a research project at the US Army Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) to establish a standard electronic data format for geotechnical
and geological exploration in order to automate data interchange (WES, 1998). A
telephone survey was conducted and a draft report completed but not yet publicly




GML is based on the new generation of Web technology XML. XML is defined
to provide the reader with a better understanding ofwhy XML is the answer to address
the needs that exist today concerning the storage and interchange of geotechnical data.
(Appendix E contains a glossary of more comprehensive tenns used in computer
terminology.) There are many professions that use XML today. Applications used in
these professions are given to gain a better understanding of the unlimited capabilities of
XML. A very recent development, Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), is also illustrated.
Finally, the initial efforts of the steering committee are discussed subsequently.
XMLDefined
XML stands for "Extensible Markup Language". It is the new generation of Web
technology for representation and transmission of structured data over the Web. The
name emphasizes the key feature of the language as it will be seen by an HTML user- the
ability to define your own tags and attributes (Bosak, 1996). XML can be seen either as a
big improvement over HTML or a simplified version of SGML (Standard Generalized
Markup Language, the international standard on which HTML is based). HTML has
become the standard language for the World Wide Web (WWW) and is now the
confIrmed industry standard (Macherius, 1997). Thanks to the abundance of software and
literature, anyone can now publish their own Web page. What is the point, then, ofa new
language? First of all, there is a fundamental difference between HTML and XML.
HTML is an application of SGML. XML, on the other hand, is a subset of SGML. XML
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offers many more capabilities than HTML such as being used for various media (paper,
screen, CD-ROM) and preserving the information that is lost by HTML.
Like SGML, XML is extensible by design. It defmes the rules ofthe language so
the document receiver can interpret the document. The purpose of XML is to provide a
language that allows for custom tags to be processed. Custom tags enable the defmition,
transmission and interpretation ofdata structures among computers on different
platfonns. XML separates data from its representation or appearance, something that
HTML combines in one set of tags. The core idea ofa structured markup taken from
SGML to XML is simple and powerful. Every document is in three parts: content,
structure and layout. A document type defmition (DTD) file may defme an XML
document. Tags are declared in the DTD, but this is not a requirement ofthe standard. If
an XML document conforms with a DTD, then it is called a valid XML document.
A DTD is a formal set of grammar rules that defme a certain XML language. The
names of the tags allowed in the document instance and its possible layering are defined
in this file. Nothing is said about the meaning of the tags.
The line <?XML VERSION="l.O"?> is always put first to identify a document in
XML. The tags set out in the DTD are used to guide the content into elements. The tree
structure comes about by layering the elements. Its inner nodes express the structure; the
outer ones contain the actual content and. elements with the empty content model. This
tree is the actual basis of working XML software (Macherius, )997).
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XML Style Sheets
The documents posted on the WWW Consortium (W3C) website point out that
the style XSL, a system ofXML, is powerful. The style sheet standard is currently under
development.
XML Applications
There are currently many professional fields that have implemented or are
exploring the implementation of the XML language. There are chemical, biological,
mathematical and musical applications, weather observation and legal documentation
applications, as well as banking applications. A few of these XML applications are
briefly presented.
One ofthe fIrst examples of an XML application is the Chemical Markup
Language (CML). It contains most of the tags from HTML and contains those for the
notation of molecules and measurement data. The JUMBO CML browser doesn't
represent the molecule as text, rather as a three-dimensional graphic. The Bioinformatic
Sequence Markup Language (BSML) is a public domain protocol for graphic genomic
displays. Its goals are similar to those of the CML, except it specifIes a standard for the
encoding and display of DNA, RNA and protein sequence information. These goals are
to describe the features of the genetic sequences, describe the features of graphic objects
used to represent sequence features, determine procedures for assigning graphic objects
to sequence features, and determine how to store and transmit encoded sequence and
graphic information (Cover, 2000).
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The MathML (Mathematical Markup Language) describes formulas and equations
in a web page without bitmapped images. MusicML is an interesting application ofXML
in which Java is used to render the parsed MusicML document representing musical
notation as a non-GIF image.
The Weather Observation Markup Format (OMF) is an application ofXML used
to encode weather observation reports. The goal of the OMF system is to annotate and
augment standard weather reports with derived and computed quantities. It also serves to
recast the essential information in a markup format so that it is easier to interpret while
maintaining complete accuracy (Cover, 2000).
The Legal XML Working Group is developing one or more model DTD's
(Document Type Defmition) for the filing and exchange of legal documents using XML
standards. They are interested in exploring the use of XML standards as the basis for
facilitating the electronic filing and exchange of legal documents.
The Bank Internet Payment System (BIPS) specification includes a protocol for
sending payment instructions to banks safely over the Internet and a payment server
architecture for processing those payment instructions.
Another technology that looks promising for geotechnical engineering
applications is the Scalable Vector Graphics, SVG, standard. The WWW Consortium
(W3C) has just announced SVG as a standard. This technology allows graphics to be
transmitted (and stored) in logical form as opposed to bitmapped form. Although it
currently works as a browser plug-in by Adobe (www.adobe.com).itis expected that
major browsers will eventually support this format directly. SVG allows numeric data
15
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It can be concluded that XML has made itselfk.nown to many different users in
their respective fields. It is a very active field. As a result ofthis activity, tools are being
developed that the geotechnical engineering field can use.
Geotech-XML (GML) Initial Efforts
A GML Steering/Working Group was initiated in 1998. The current members of
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In order to propose a standard, several aspects need to be investigated. The
sources ofgeotechnical data generation are identified. The geotechnical data interchange
process looks at pathways involved in the generation and flow ofdata in an engineering
project. A future scenario is given to visualize the full-scale application of this study.
Design goals are also presented and a fITst step into the proposed standard is discussed.
The logical structure ofgeotechnical data is recognized which leads to the categorization
of geotechnical data. Finally, advantages ofa tagged data scheme are considered. Factors
such as privacy and authenticity are taken into consideration as well for electronic storage
and interchange ofgeotechnical data.
Geotechnical Data Sources
In order to establish a standard for the electronic storage and interchange of
geotechnical data, one must consider the sites where data are generated and flow in a
geotechnical engineering project. Each site is discussed briefly to address what kinds of
data are needed and what kinds ofdata are produced.
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Figur 6. Cl s r transfer of geotechnical da a interchange
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Work is produced in a logical sequence. This sequence is considered first. For
example, a geotechnical engineering fum has won a contract to design the foundations
and retaining walls for a large project. The office determines where adequate sampling
localities are according to a site characterization initiated by using maps and oth r
available data. The soil samples are retrieved in the field. The fielddelivers these soil
samples to the laboratory where they undergo testing and soil properties ,are obtained for
the office to utilize in their proper design of the foundations and retaining walls.
Conversely, Class II transfers may be implemented in the same project. The office may
need to communicate with the laboratory to order new tests. The field may need to
communicate with the office to identify the correct sampling locations. Although much of
such communication will continue to occur through conventional lines such as the
telephone or fax, it should be anticipated that computers are going to do some ofthese
tasks automatically in the future.
In summary, the Geotechnical Data Interchange Processes are the flow of
information through the communication lines between sites. This study is especially
concerned with computer communications between these sites and ultimately over
networks.
A Future Scenario
A geotechnical engineer gathers necessary data from the field by means of a
datalogger. The engineer then connects to the office computer and transfers the data
collected via the Internet. The engineer also has the data processed, evaluated, and then
stored in the database automatically. The results obtained from the data just gathered IN
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the field FROM the field can be viewed. The laboratory results of the previous day are
accessed and can be incorporated in the analysis. By making the data transfer more
efficient, the engineer is allowed to make better judgements for the continuatio of the
work. Furthermore, the data collected by numerous engineers and transducers in large
projects are automatically transferred to the office computer directly and automatically.
The computer processes the data and results are made available to authorized users that
may need it from wherever location they may be. Finally, after the information has been
made public, a researcher is allowed to access all of the data stored in servers
everywhere. This public information enables the researcher to perform statistical analysis
or conduct correlative studies, only to name a few. Only by establishing a standard can
these scenarios be made reality.
Design Goals
It is proposed that GML standard should be based on the following design goals:
1. The data files produced for storage and transfer by GML should be easily
viewable and understood by people,
2. At least in the early stages ofdevelopment, existing computer programs and
tools should be sufficient for both storage and transfers, although it will be
desirable to write new programs in the future for further developments,
3. It should be easy to write programs that will process data contained in GML
documents,
4. The docwnents generated using GML standards should be straightforwardly
transmittable over networks, including the Internet,
5. When a standard Web browser receives a GML document, it should be able to
render a reasonable interpretation of the data contained, although requirements
ofdata processing should take precedence,
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6. Whenever there are related files associated with the currently viewed
document, there should be clickable links for the user to fetch those files as
well,
7. It should be clear in a GML documents who is responsible from data, and the
data transfers should always maintain a high standard of security, data integrity,
and privacy. This should be achieved automatically ifpossible, without causing
undue burden to anyone involved, and
8. It should be easy to extend the GML tags to adapt to new situations.
Individuals or companies should be able to easily adapt the system to their
needs.
These design goals enable the vision of the GML Project to be implemented. This
vision enables geotechnical engineering projects to run more efficiently and effectively
by utilizing electronic storage and data interchange capabilities using the enormous
power ofcomputers and networks to process data Reuse ofgeotechnical data is going to
be possible. Answers to questions encountered during any aspect of the project will be
able to be solved quickly without worrying about the integrity of the data. An engineer in
the field, for instance, wants to know the soil profile from point A to point B. All he
needs to do is click anywhere on the map and the cross-section is made available to him
in real time. Any and all types of data can be made accessible just by the click of a
button. Updating tags and utilizing them will prove to be very easy.
A First Step into the Proposed Standard
A tagged data representation is found to be a suitable choice for geotechnical data
processing, with the design goals stated. For example,
<Soil>Clay layer CI </Soil>
where the symbols "<" and ">" are used to identify a tag, and a slashed tag
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such as a map, can be part of the Office Category, while other data, such as the result of
finite element analyses, can be kept as a separate file, or a group of files.
The aforementioned categories (office, laboratory and field) form the first level of
the geotechnical data structure. The second level involves the tasks that are normally
performed at each site. These are referred to as "subcategories". Together, these form the
following geotechnical data structure:
SITE 1. The typical tasks performed in the office include:
Preparations <Prep>
• Reconnaissance survey with maps and available reports
• Site visit records and report
Plans and Specs <Specs>
• Boring locations and depths
• Sampling locations and sample types
• Tests to be performed in the field
• Tests to be performed in the laboratory
Results/ Reports <Reports>
• Field work reports
• Lab work reports
• Analyses, including consultants' work
• Recommendations / Final Report
SITE 2. The typical tasks performed in the field include:
Borings <Borings>
Sampling <Samples>
• ID, location, depth, diameter, method









• Plate Load Test (historic)
SITE 3. Some tasks perfonned in the laboratory are




• Natural water content
• Specific gravity
• Void ratio
Engineering/Mechanical Property Tests <Mechanical>
• Compaction and relative density determination by the standard Proctor
compaction test
• Permeability tests
• Shear strength determination
• Direct shear test
• Unconfmed compression test
• Triaxial tests
• Compressibility and consolidation tests
Special tests <Special>
• Chemical tests and special triaxial tests and others
This hierarchical style of OML is inherited from XML. There is no limit on the
number of "children," levels of subcategories, and "siblings" in GML. These relationships
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r ot n de .
These core tags should not be changed. The fourth level tags, however, are the ones that
will label the specific individual data items, such as liquid limit value. The process of
defining new tags is explained in Chapter 4.
Advantages ofa Tagged Format
One advantage ofa tagged data format over binary formats is that the task can be
accomplished entirely by plain-text (ASCII) characters, allowing people to actually see
the data in commonplace tools such as Windows Notepad.
GML, being a dialect ofXML, accepts the UTF-8 encoding which includes all
Latin-based alphabets (US and essentially aU European, but not Asian languages). XML
also allows for the entire UNICODE character set. This character set uses two bytes per
character, as opposed to ASCII, which uses only one byte. Since one byte (8 bits) can
hold 256 different numbers it is sufficient for English as well as most European accented
characters. UNICODE uses two bytes (16 bits) per character, allowing 65000 or so
possibilities. This aHows all of the letters and pictographs used anywhere in the world.
UNICODE is an overkill for English and most European languages, as every other bytes
goes unused, and a file that takes lOOk in ASCII. swells to 200k when UNICODE is used.
To address this problem, UTF-8 system was invented, which uses more than one byte per
character only when needed, otherwise ASCII is used (Yergeau, 1998; RFC2279).
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Privacy and Authenticity
The engineering profession relies heavily on the integrity ofdata being produced.
The privacy issues ofconfidential geotechnical data being transferred and stored have
been taken into account while developing the GML Project by utilizing a public key and
private key system. The authenticity issues have also been taken into account by utilizing
digital signatures. Other responsibilities of maintaining data integrity are also explored.
Maintaining Privacy by Using the Public and Private Key System
Encrypting data and using digital signatures are the simplest ways to keep the
digital communications secure. Encrypting and signing all ofyour correspondence should
be done regularly (Schneier, 1995). Encryption is involved with turning an intelligible
message into gibberish so that anyone who intercepts the message can't read it. The
recipient, however, must be able to turn that gibberish back into the intelligible message.
This method is employed to maintain data integrity and privacy by using a key.
A key is a random bit string that is used in conjunction with an algorithm. An
algorithm can take anyone of a larger number of possible keys. Each different key causes
the algorithm to work in a slightly different way. Only two people with the identical key
can encrypt and decrypt messages. Someone with one key cannot decrypt messages
encrypted with a different key (Schneier, 1995).
There are two kinds ofcryptosystems: symmetric and asymmetric. Symmetric
cryptosystems use the same key (the secret key) to encrypt and decrypt a message, and
asymmetric cryptosystems use one key (the public key) to encrypt a message and a
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different key (the private key) to decrypt it. Asymmetric cryptosystems are also called
public key cryptosystems.
There are two different public keys. One is for encryption and another for
decryption. A specific encryption key works with a specific decryption key. This is how
the system works: The geotechnical engineering team wishes to communicate securely
and privately throughout the entire engineering project. Everyone involved in the project
generates his or her own encryption key and corresponding decryption key. Each
decryption key is kept secret, this is the private key. The public key is the encryption key.
It is exactly what it says it is- a PUBLIC key. This is to be shared with everyone and
anyone, even people not involved in the project. Someone wishing to send a message
must first find the engineer's public key. The message is encrypted with this public key.
The engineer then receives the message and it is decrypted with his private key. Anyone
that has intercepted this message will not be able to read it because they do not have






Figure 10. The public key encryption/decryption process
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This system may also be thought in terms of the present day mailbox. Anyone can
send correspondence and letters to a specific person, but only that person is able to open
them and read them. This keeps geotechnical data secure from anyone wishing to
intercept confidential data pertaining to the project.
In actuality, you will probably not ever know your private key. Your electronic
security program will generate one randomly for you and store it, encrypted, on a disk.
What you do have to remember is a password that unlocks your private key. This should
never be divulged under any circumstances. Private keys are so important because they
remain unchanged from message to message, from year to year. Their secrecy is critically
important to proving the authenticity ofa message.
Maintaining Authenticity by Using a Digital Signature
An important item that must be addressed is how to be able to tell that the person
that sent you that message is, in fact, that person. Using the same scenario above, a
message to the engineer can be faked. The person who is sending correspondence and
letters must have a way of identifying themselves so to not be impersonated. Electronic
mail security programs can guarantee, or authenticate, that a given message is actually
from the person whose name appears on the "from" line. This is known as data origin
authentication and is done with a digital signature (Schneier, 1995).
A dighal signature is a sequence of bits appended to the digital document. Its
authenticity can be verified just as a handwritten signature can. Unlike the handwritten
signature, the digital signature is unique to the document being signed. It can be said that
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a person's digital signature looks different for each document being signed. Digital
signatures are another application ofthe aforementioned public key cryptography.
You can reverse the roles of the public and private key. For instance, an engineer
encrypts a message with a private key and sends it to another engineer. Keep in mind,
however, that this is not secure information. Anyone could read the message by
decrypting it with the originator's public key. No one else, however, has the originator's
private key, meaning no one else could have encrypted the message. This authenticates
the message's origin.
Only the engineer knows the private key, the only one who could have encrypted
the message is the engineer. Anyone is able to decrypt the message, however. By
encrypting the message with the private key, the message is effectively signed. When the
message is decrypted with the public key, the signature is verified. Digital signatures
satisfy five criteria for signatures: I) the signature is not forgeable, 2) the signature is
authentic, 3) the signature is not reusable, 4) the signature cannot be repudiated, and 5)
the signed document is unalterable.
GML Utilization ofKeys and Electronic Signatures
It is proposed here that each GML file transfer be amended with a <Prolog> tag
containing information on privacy and authenticity. The suggested children tags oftbis
area are as follows:
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<Auth r· ti n>
< i natur
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Core tags were defined above. The set of fourth level tags can be defined by
anyone designing a GML based system. The selection of tags depends on factors
including the data storage and transmission needs of the organization, as well as the
existing methods in place. Ifone needs to derive a GML document from the data saved in
the AGS file format, a set of equivalent tags may be derived as explained in the next
section.
How Fourth Level GML Tags Can Be Selected
There are two data label sets that are publicly available. These are the field
headings used by AGS, and another by NGES. Both of these groups have defmed names
for individual geotechnical data items. These names can be used to select tags by
modifying the upper case and underscore found in the headings. The advantage to
keeping the headings is that there is a unique relationship between the two. This allows
you to go back and forth, so they may always be converted. The existence of the program
AGS2GML makes these conversions straightforward. However, it should be realized that
a unique "file conversion" can not occur, because the AGS file format is a small subset of
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the GML system being envisioned. Therefore, AGS2GML is able to take an AGS file and
write the corresponding tagged file in GML, but not vice versa. This can be found in
Appendix D.
Definition Process ofNew Tags
The GML design foresees the possibility that any person or company will need to
extend and customize the tags. Deleting existing tags will probably never occur, since
there is no requirement that one should always use all the available tags. Therefore a
simple process ofadding new tags to GML is proposed below.
A new tag creator should document the need, the reasoning, and the complete
format in an ASCII file and post it on a Web server. This file may be named such as
MyNewTag.TDF
where MyNewTag is what is being defmed, and TDF is short for "Tag Definition
File."
The new tag may be either a private or a global one. A private tag is one that a
person or company needs in their projects, but it may not interest anyone else. For
example, ifthe requirements for your team leader states that they need to be a
Professional Engineer (PE), you can list that, indeed, the team leader does have a PE. In
addition, he may have his Master's Degree. You are able to put <PE> and <Master's
Degree> in tags under the project leader's name. These only concern the company
running the engineering project, and not necessarily anyone else.
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In the case ofprivate lags, the TDF file can be anything the organization chooses
to document. Large organizations may already have their documentation standards. A
global tag, on the other hand, is one that the tag creator desires/allows others to use it as
well. The new tag should be made public in this case. In addition, the documentation of
the new tag should be made available by posting the TDF on a public web server.





The steps have been outlined for the geotechnical software developers to take that
will allow the geotechnical engineer to begin utilizing the Internet more effectively. This
will help geotechnical engineering projects to run more efficiently.
These steps involved recognizing a geotechnical data interchange process. This
process defmed the logical structure of geotechnical data. This led to the categorization of
data. Design goals for the proposed GML (Geotech-XML) standard were discussed.
Taking into consideration all ohhis, a tagged data scheme was developed that identified
core tags. Finally, suggestions were made about how to make additional tags.
The electronic storage and interchange ofgeotechnical data has been realized,
explored, discussed, and is now ready to be implemented.
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Appendix A: The AGS file format
This example AGS Format file is available for download to registered users on the AGS web site.
"** PROJ"
... PROL 10';" PROJ_ NAME';" PROJ_ LOC';" PROJ_ CLNr;" PROJ_ ENG';" PROJ_ CONi..* PROL DATE· .... PROJ_ AGS'" FILE_ FSEr
'< UNITS>·.-,-;·;·.-; ddl mml yyyy'.-.-
'7845'; Trumpington Sewerage',' Trumpington'; Trumpington District Council'; Geo· Knowledge International'" Lithosphere Investigations Ltd'; 231 07 I 1999'; 3'" FSOOOl'
..... HOLE'
... HOLE_ 10·.... HOLE_ TYPE· .... HOLE_ NATE· .... HOLE_ NATN';* HOLE_ GL· .... HOLE_ FDEP';* HOLE_ STAR',''' HOLE_ LOG'" FILE_ FSET'
'< UNITS>',",' m',' m'; m'; m'; ddl mml yyyy'.-.-
'TP501'; TP'; 523196'; 178231'; 61.86'; 3.25'; 21/ 07/1999',' AND'; FS002'
'BHS02'; IP+ CP'; 523142'; 178183'; 58.72'; IS.45·,' 22/ 07/1999',' AND'; FS003'
-GEOL'
... HOLL 10· .... GEOL.... TOP· .... GEOL.... BASE';" GEOL_ DESC· .... GEOL.... LEG· .... GEOL.... GEOL';" GEOL_ STAr.' FILE_ FSEr
'< UNITS>'; m',' m·.-.-.-.-.-
'TP501'" 0.00',' 0.2S'; Friable brown sandy CLAY with numerous rootlets (Topsoil)',' 101',' TS'; A';'
'TP501',' 0.2S·; l.S5·; Firm brown slightly sandy very closely fissured CLAY with some fine to coarse subrounded gravel. Medium spaced subhorizontal slightly polished gleyed shear surfaces.
Widely spaced vertical rough desiccaf.-;·.-.-
'< CONT>·.-.",' ion cracks with concentrations of rootlets. (Weathered Boulder Clay)'; 261',' WBC'; S';"
'TPSOl'; l.SS·; 3.2S·; Stiff grey closely fissured CLAY with a little fine to medium subrounded gravel and rare sandstone cobbles (Boulder Clay)'; 2S0',' BC'; C·.-
'BH502',' 0.00'; 0.30'; Friable brown sandy CLAY with numerous rootlets (Topsoil)''' 101'; TS·,-.-
'BH502',' 0.30',' 2.60'; Firm brown very closely fissured CLAY with a little fine to medium subrounded gravel (Weathered Boulder Clay)'; 250'; WBC';';'
'BH502'; 2.60'; S.7S·,' Stiff grey slightly sandy closely fissured CLAY with some fine to coarse subrounded gravel (Boulder Clay)'; 261',' BC' .-,"
'BHS02',' S.7S·; IS.45·; Dense becoming very dense yellow brown very sandy fine to coarse subrounded GRAVEL (Glacial Gravels)'; 307'; GG·.-,-
..... SAMP'
.. HOLE_ 10·.... SAMP_ TOP·.... SAMP_ REP;" SAMP_ TyPE· .... SAMP_ BASE· .... SAMP_ DATE· .... SAMP_ TIME- GEOL_ STAT'; FILE_ FSEr
'< UNITS>'; m·.-'-,' m',' ddl mml yyyy',' hhmmss',"'-
'TPSOl',' 1.00','1'; D·,' 1.00''-'-,' B',-
'TP501',' 1.00'; 2'; B'; 1.30'.-.-" B·...
'TPSOl'; 2.S0·,' 3'; B',' 2.75'.-'-,' C',-
'BH502'; 1.00'; I'; U'; 1.45'.-.-.-" FS058'
'BH502',' l.S0·; 2'; D·; l.S0·'-'-,".-
'BHS02'; 3.00'; 3',' U'; 3.4S·,-.-,-.-
'BH502'; 3.S0·,' 4',' D·; 3.50',-.-;''-
'BHS02'; 6.00',' S'; D',' 6.4S·.-.-;·'-
'BHS02',' 6.00'; 6',' B',' 6.50''-'-.-'-
'SHS02',' 9.00',' 7''' D· .. 9.45''-'-''',-
'BH502',' 9.00',' 8'; B'; 9.50".-'-'-.-
'SHS02'; 10.00'" 9'; B'" 10.50'.-'-'-'-
'BHS02',' 12.00',' 10'" B'" 12.S0·..·.",'·,'·
'BHS02',' 3.00'.' 11'" W'" 3.00'" 221 07/1999',' 120000·,'·.u
'BHS02': 3.00',' 12',' W': 3.00',' 221 07/1999'" IS3000·,"."
..... CLSS'
•• HOLE_ 10· ..• SAMP_ TOP·.... SAMP_ REP," SAMP_ TYPE':' SPEC_ REP:* SPEC_ OPTH'''* CLSS_ NMC','* CLSS_ LL·"· CLSS_ PL'
'< UNITS>': m·..•..·." .. m','%','%'''%'
'BHS02'" 1.00',' 1'" U· .. A'" 1.10': 28'" S6'" 22'
'BHS02': 1.00',' I',' U·.. B'" 1.2S·" 31'" 62'" 24'
'BH502': 3.00',' 3',' U·..·:·.. 28',' 53'" 28'
'BH502'" 3.50'" 4'" D·." ..•.. 24'.","'- CNMT'
.* HOLE_IO'''- SAMP_ TOP','" SAMP_ REP,,- SAMP_ TYPE· .... SPEC_ REP,'* SPEC_ DPTH',,- CNMT_ TYPE'''· CNMT_ TIYP'''- CNMT_ RESL· ..• CNMT_ UNIT'
-< UNITS>',' m·... ,", .. ,· m·,··,·· ... ,...
'BH502'" 3.00',' 11',' W·.".": PHS'" WATER',' 7.2'."
'BH502': 3.00'" 11',' W·.".": SULWS',' WATER',' 0.037''' gl I'
'BH502': 3.00'" 11'" W':',"" CL'" WATER': 51'" mgl I'
'BH502'" 3.00',' 12'" W· ....": SULWS',' WATER',' 0.040'" gl I'
'''ISPT'
.* HOLE_ID·... ISPT_ TOP',,- ISPT_ NVAL'''- ISPT_ REp·...? ISPT_ CORN','''? ISPT_ EXTP',"ISPT_ TYPE'
'< UNITS>'" m'.".":·,'·.-
'BH502',' 6,00'" 37''' 8.91 9.10.10.8 N= 37'.-.",' S'
'BH502'" 9,00'" 45'" 5.7/8.10.12.15 N= 45'" 30· ..•.. S'
'BH502',' 12.00'."" 15.181 20,30 (50/120)'.",' 125'" C·
... DETL'
.* HOLE_ID·... OET~ TOP':- DETL_ BASE· ..• DET~ DESC'
'< UNITS>'" m',' m'."
'BH502'" 3,20'" 3.4S·" 3.20· 3,4Sm Boulder of yellow brown sandstone, weak'
'BHS02'" S.OO'" 5.00'" 5.00m Becoming very stiff
'BHS02',' 8.50'" 9.70',' 8.50· 9.70m Fine sand'
... DICT'
.* DICT_ TYPE'''- DICT_ GRP'''* DICT_ HDNG','* DICT_ STAT' .... DICT_ DESC','- DICT_ UNIT'.... DICT_ EXMP'
'HEADING',' ISpr"ISPT_ CORN',' COMMON',' Corrected N value in sand'."" 20'
'HEADING',' ISPT',,'SPT_ EXTP',' COMMON'" Extrapolated N value·.-" 151'
'** ABBR'
•• ABBR_ HONG'," ABBR_ CODE·... ABBR_ OESC'
'HOLL TYPE'" CP'" Cable percussion (shell and auger)'
'HOLE_ TYPE',' IP',' Inspection pif
'HOLL TYPE'" TP',' Trial pit! trench'
'GEOL_ LEG',' 101': Topsoil'
'GEOL_ LEG',' 250',' CLAY with a little gravel'
'GEO~ LEG'" 261',' Slightly sandy CLAY with some gravel'
"GEOL_ LEG',' 307',' Very sandy GRAVEL'
'GEOL_ GEOL'" TS',' Topsoil'
'GEOL GEOL'" WBC',' Weathered Boulder Clay'
'GEO~ GEOL',' BC',' Boulder Clay'
'GEO~ GEOL': GG',' Glacial Gravels'
'SAMP_ TYPE',' S',' Bulk disturbed sample'
'SAMP_ TYPE'" 0',' Small disturbed sample'
'SAMP_ TYPE',' U·,' Undisturbed sample· open drive'
'SAMP_ TYPE',' W",' Water sample'
'\SPT_ TYPE',' C',' Cone'
'\SPT_ TYPE": S': Split spoon'
'CNMT_ TTYP': WATER": Water"
"** CODE'
'* CODE_ CODE':* CODE_ DESC'
"PHS'" pH'
'SULWS'" Sulphate'
'CL',' Chloride' '** UNIT'
'* UNIT_ UNIT',' UNIT_ DESC'
'm',' metre'
'ddl mml yyyy',' day month year'
'hhmmss'" hours minutes seconds'
'%",' percentage'
'gl I",' grams per litre"
'mgl I",' milligrams per litre'
,- FILE'
'* FILE_ FSET';* FIL~ NAME'," FILE_ DESC','* FILE_ TYPE'," FILE_ PROG','* FILE_ DATE'
"< UNITS>',",",",",' ddl mml yyyy'
'FS001',' siteplan. dwg',' Trumpington Sewerage site plan',' DWG',' AutoCAD Version 14',' 24/08/1999'
'FS001',' text. doc',' Trumpington Sewerage geotechnical report texr: DOC": Word9r,' 24/ 081 1999'
'FS002',' tp501pOl. jpg",' Trial Pit TP501 photograph· east face',' JPG': PaintShop Pro Version 5.0',' 211 07 11999'
'FS002',' tp501p02. jpg": Trial Pit TP501 photograph· west face',' JPG',' PaintShop Pro Version 5.0',' 211 071 1999'
'FS003'" bh502pOl. jpg': Borehole BH502 inspection pit photograph',' JPG',' PaintShop Pro Version 5.0',' 221 07 I 1999'
...
Appendix B: WES Survey Form
The following is a copy of the Survey Fonn used in WES telephone and email
survey to detennine how geotechnical and geological boring data are being collected,
recorded, saved, processed, and presented.
Geotechnical/Geological Boring Data Survey
PART I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1. Your name or Point-at-Contact
2. Your Title (e.g., technician, geologist, etc)
3. Commercial Phone Number---
4. FAX Number---
5. E-Mail address
6. Organization (e.g. CaE, Baltimore District, Foundation and Materials Branch)
and address.
7. Type ot data collected (split spoon, rock core, sieve analysis, etc) _
PART II. WORKFLOW PROCESS of GEOTECHNICAL FIELD DATA
Please list below any computer programs used to collect, store,
Process or present the geotechnical/geologic data
8. How are field data collected and recorded:
Who (geologist, technician, etc) records _
How recorded (paper, electronic, etc), _
How stored _
How transferred to others _
(Other info) _
9. How are lab data collected and recorded:
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Who (geologist, technician, etc) records _
How recorded (paper, electronic, etc), _
How stored _
How transferred to others _
(Other info) _
10 .How are the collected data processed
Who processes _
How data processed (paper, electronic, etc), _
How processed data stored _
(Other info) _
Please attach examples ofthe log forms, other than ENG FORM 1836, used
by your personnel.
Additional comments or suggestions. Please discuss your workflow/dataflow
process from field data collection, through lab processing, to engineering
analysis, and the final digital format of each.
(extra blank lines deleted)
Survey conducted by WES-GG-YH for the Tri-Services
CADD-GIS Technology Center
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Appendix C: The DTD for GML Core Tags
The following is the Document Type Definition (DTD) for GML Core Tags. A
DTD defines the tags used and their relationships. This defines the structure of the data
contained in the document.
<!- Begin GML.dtd ->
<!-
Description: Geotechnical Markup Language Core Tags




<!ELEMENT GML (Prolog+, Office?, Field?, Laboratory?»
<!ELEMENT Prolog+ (Project+, Authorization?, Security?»
<!ELEMENT Project (Name+, Date+, SecurityLevel?, Status?»
<!ELEMENT Authorization (Signature+, AuthorizationCode?, AuthorizedBy?»











<I ELEMENT Office (Prep?, Specs?, Report?»
<!ELEMENT Prep ( »
<!ELEMENT Specs ( »
<!ELEMENT Report (»
<!-Laboratory Category->
<!ELEMENT Laboratory (lndex+, Mechanical?, Special?)?>






<!ELEMENT Field (Borings+, Samples?, FieldTests?»
<I ELEMENT Borings O?>






<!ATTLIST aaa CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!NOTATION gif SYSTEM "PSP.exe">
<!NOTATION jpg SYSTEM "PSP.exe">
<'NOTATION cgm SYSTEM "Computer graphics metafile">
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lowercase is easier to read, as well as warmer. Another reason for avoiding the all-caps
style is that all-caps is used to indicate yelling in e-mail and chat terminology.
As an exception to this, the abbreviations that are conventional and therefore






Terminology Defined in This Th is
Category
The g ot hnical data occur in three main
ba ed n th ir ri in.
Cla
T e group of geot
ork. ho in th
tegorie: ifJice, Field, and L boralo ,
c p all I t he n rmal flo f
ed a the t 0 clas of data transfi r.
Office ( ite)
The pI c wh r g t chni al pr ~ ct is plan d, dir ted,
ite
the thr e main pi c s h r a ot hni al proj ct is e ecuted (Office, ab.
ield ites).
L oratory ( ite)
he site were a geotechni a1 experiments and test on il amples are ndu ted,
analyz d, d r p rted.
Id ( ite
The site here the actual hard w rk n g, sampling, an -situ tests) a
g t chnical project is exer ised.
IllternetIWeh Termillologv
COM
~-=--:==:..:='--=~~:.=.=..:..:......:~<==:....:....:..==a technolo y or ui di g appli ations
cont nt model
he conlent model is a simple grammar governing the allowed typ of the hild




to int ra t ·tb
verthe
element
ach do ument contains one or more el ment
d limited b tart-ta and nd-tag, r, r
a h I ment has a typ , identified by nam ,





mpt -eJ nt g.
ttri ute. ach
hosting implementation
A [hosting] im I m ntati n i a soft ar m f
the DO int rfa e so that a Ii nt a plicati n can use th m
hos ing impl m ntatio s ar bro ers, ditor and 0 urn n re sit rl .
HTML
h p rT xt M rkup
create hypert
documents are L do urn nts with generi
repr senti ng informati n fr m a wid ran e f
Datab e terminology
simpl m langua u ed t
m one latform 0 ot er.
emantic lhat are ppr p ·ate fI r
pplicati lls. [HTML 3 2 ] [H 4.0]
anc tor n de f any node is any n
here "above" means "towar th oot."
chil
A hild is an imm diate d cendant node fan de.
cur or
A curs r is an obj ct repr sentaf n f a node. It may posse s· formati a t
c ntext and the path traver d to reach the node.
data model
data model is a collection of d cnp Ions f
fields, together with t e operations r functio
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ta stru tures d th ir contained
that manipula e th m.
endan
10 in a tr
p re t
parent is an Un di te
root no e
t r nod ofa n d .
. h roof node i th unique d that is no a hild of a oth nod. AJ 0 h n d
ar hildr or th r de cend nt f the r t n d . [ _ ]
ibling
Tw node ar ibling if th have h same par nt
Computer Programming Terminology
inheritance
In object- riented programming, the abilit to cr at ne cl sses (or int rface thaI
contain 11 th method and pr p rties f' n ther class ( r inter ace), Ius ad iti nal
metho s d prop rti . If cl r int rface) D' eritsfr m class (or' terti ce) ,
th n D i' id t be derived from B. B i id to a ba e lass (or inter£: e) fi r .
orne programming languages allo fi r m ltiple inheritanc , that is, inh- dance fr m
mor than one cl or interfa e.
inte 'C
int rface' a eel ati n fa et of
implementation. In 0 ~ect yste that
c usually inherit from one another.
method
thod with no i fi r 1i i en a 1 th
ppo interfaces d inheritance,'ntcrfa e
A m thod is peration or fu ction t at is as oci ted with an obje t and' allowed
to rna ipulat the bj ct's data.
model
model is the actual d ta represe tation for the informati n at han .
the s ructural model and the st Ie model r presentin th parse struc
infi rmation assoc' ted with a d cu ent. The model might a tree,
graph, or som thing else.
xa pIes ar
e d the style
r a directed
ject mod J
object model is a collection of escriptions of classes or i terface , togeth r with




A do u nt i ta lid if all be . and nd tag ar pI" p rl balan and
type valid docume t
docum t i 'Pe alid if .t nfc
w II-formed document
to an Ii it T .
A do urn nt 's wellfi rmed if it i t g ali and entitie
(i. ., sin I su -tre
L
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